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Abstract
This paper investigates a global moment between 1925 and 1948 in which Le Corbusier’s work
aligns with eugenics. From his formulation of universal type-needs, to his Modulor and its
normative human body—architecture was made complicit in a genetically inspired program that
mirrored eugenics attempts on the human race.

In a 1942 article slated to present his book, La Maison des hommes (The Home of Man) in
Comodeia—a French popular journal co-opted by the Vichy regime into a vehicle of Nazi
propaganda—Le Corbusier presented a drawing of a tree, the first glimpse of his own state
doctrine.1 Three roots come from the drawn trunk of the French state: the left root represents the
man and his immediate environment, the region. The middle root represents the man and his
social structure, the family. And finally the right root represents the cultivation of land beside
trade and craft. This triad links milieu, reproduction and production at the base of the built
domain.2 [Image 1]

This same tree, directly recalling Darwin’s evolutionary Tree of Life—the Arbor vitae by which,
in 1837, Darwin graphically illustrated “the interconnectedness of organisms in his theory of
evolution—that Le Corbusier used to illustrate the interconnectedness of man, nature, and family,
all held together by the State and its executive tool—the built environment.3 Le Corbusier was,
with this tree, placing himself within the company of evolutionists, inserting a powerful
orthopaedic function whereby the stability of the family, the French nation, and its empire
depend on the stability of the physical environment.4 At the epicenter of this doctrine was
Lamarckian eugenics--the social and biological movement that strove for nothing less than the
improvement of the human race, using heredity and the environment as its primary tools. This
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form of science, or pseudo-science, was based on Lamarck’s theory of the “inheritance of
acquired characteristics,” wherein evolution is driven by adaptation to environmental changes—
in contrast to mainstream eugenics which viewed evolution as impervious to the environment
and driven solely by genetics.5 Le Corbusier’s diagram, used to present his own book, La
Maison des hommes, clearly positioned architecture as the main technology of eugenics. Moving
from Paris to Brazil and back, our story begins in 1925, in France, on the heels of late nineteenth
and early twentieth century concerns about human degeneration.6 It is the trans-national story of
a “second enlightenment” which attempted to thwart nature’s control over man and his progress,
wherein pseudo-scientific discourses, articulated in France, crossed the ocean and then became
intertwined with the discourses of architecture, aesthetics, landscape and urban planning in early
twentieth century Brazil.7

I.
1925 Paris : ORTHOPAEDICS
With their eyes trained on the perception of order, aimed to bring the rigor of the hard sciences to
art, in 1920 Le Corbusier, Amédée Ozenfant and the poet Paul Dermée founded a magazine
titled L’Esprit Nouveau.8 Defining art as if it were science, these editors found in both fields a
dependence on number, constants and invariants, and a shared aim to bring order to the world. It
was precisely with the inception of this publication that Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, now known
as Le Corbusier, underwent the transformation of his own name in a process of objectifying
himself, as if this new name would provide order, which he called “the most elevated of human
needs.”9 As the result of a scientific process, he aligned himself with his own definition of art
and invented a persona with it’s own protective shell.10
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Years later, in 1925, for the International Exhibition of Modern Industrial and Decorative Arts in
Paris, Le Corbusier presented a pavillion also called L’Esprit Nouveau. It was both Le
Corbusier’s paradoxical architectural contribution to the exhibition and the embodiment of a total
work of art and science, penned in four volumes that compiled the articles published since the
1920’s in L’Esprit Nouveau magazine. These four volumes covered the decorative arts in The
Decorative Art of Today, architecture in Towards a New Architecture, urbanism in The City of
Tomorrow and painting in Modern Painting.11 Throughout the pavillion and in The Decorative
Art of Today, Le Corbusier arrived at a theory he called type-needs, which served an early
normative program through which furniture and the decorative arts most intimately universalize
new bodies, measured against a single human type.12 Fostered by Hermann Muthesius’ interest
in evolutionary object types, and more than tinged by Adolf Loos' application of Lamarckian
theories and the consequent bare aesthetic of modernism, as expressed in Crime and Ornament,
this discourse sprung from a blind and problematic melding of architecture with the social and
biological sciences informing criminology and ethnography.13 Inaugurating this path in The
Decorative Art of Today, Le Corbusier begins with a discourse on scale. To search for human
scale, for human function, he writes, is to define human needs. Furthermore, he states: “These
needs are type, that is to say they are the same for all of us; we all need means of supplementing
our natural capabilities, since nature is indifferent, inhuman (extra-human), and inclement; we
are born naked and with insufficient armour.”14

Creating a single human typology of a particular scale, Le Corbusier draws everyday objects into
the service of man. In The Decorative Art of Today, Le Corbusier introduces something new in
what he calls an ‘orthopaedic’ relationship between objects, furnishings and the human.15 As the
term ‘orthopaedics’ is traditionally defined as the branch of medicine attending to the correction
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of injuries or disorders of the skeletal system, Le Corbusier’s terminology clearly signals a
clinical, medical shift in man’s relation to the decorative arts. In his book, Le Corbusier
elaborates on the twin concepts of type-needs and type-objects through furniture—the chairs, file
cabinets, desks and utilitarian accessories which have been accelerated, through history—from
mere objects of wealth and accumulation to objects in the service of a medical correction of the
human being.16

Of course, Le Corbusier is not alone in the history of theorizing a relationship directed toward
man’s improvement through contact with his environment. Through this discussion of typeobjects, Le Corbusier’s writing leans close to a much older theory of influence, formulated by
the eighteenth-century French physician and anatomist Xavier Bichat. In a time before
microscopes, Bichat discovered the tissue structure of organs and in 1799 submitted his now
famous definition of life as the “...ensemble of functions by which death is resisted.”17 This
ensemble, made up of layer upon layer of varying permeabilities, gave new shape to theories of
the body. According to Bichat, “...life is a war, a state of resistance against the physical forces of
nature,” and thereby the body is variably shielded and made vulnerable to the workings of the
outside world through its layered yet permeable membranes.18 Made up of “vegetable
functions”—digestion, circulation, respiration and secretion, and “animal functions”—the
cerebral, nervous and musculo-skeletal systems, Bichat’s body moved beyond the hollow vessel
formulations that predated him to offer up a layered body under attack from without. The
vegetable functions only provided a rough sketch for a body which remained to be clothed.
Drawing on the double entendre built into the French word “habit,” alternately implying a link to
daily clothing (as opposed to seasonal fashion, or la mode) and to the repetition of customs (as
we understand the word “habit” in English) Bichat proposed that it is daily “habit” which both
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protects the body from its surroundings and refines the animal over and above the vegetable core
of man.19 Le Corbusier’s desire to bring orthopaedic correction to mankind through the
decorative arts resonates almost too well with Bichat’s focus on everyday habit. As if following
Bichat, Le Corbusier pursued a line of study that at once praised and sought to master the
influence of the environment on the constitution of the human being, aligning with French
historian of science George Canguilhem’s claim that “the body is only quasi-natural” due to its
profound responsiveness and vulnerability to life conditions.20

The seductive nature of environmental adaptation theories for architects, medical practitioners
and reformers of the 20th century comes to light in this history of Le Corbusier’s normative
projects, and should not be underestimated. Jean Baptiste Lamarck’s work on the effects of the
milieu on a given organism, coupled with Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection, and
Herbert Spencer’s work on the survival of the fittest became the trendy and timely intersection of
research and social theory, trickling into work in medicine, politics and the plastic arts.21 It has
been postulated that Loos’ Ornament and Crime offered the contemporary layman the clearest
understanding of Lamarckian theory at the time.22 Therein, Loos was clear in his belief that “as
culture progresses, [it] frees one object after another from ornamentation...[And
furthermore]...just as conquered primitive races were dying out through a biological process of
selection, ornament is facing extinction.”23 [Image 2] He shared this evolutionary stance with Le
Corbusier, who also stated in The Decorative Art of Today: “…we can see decorative art in its
decline, and observe that the almost hysterical rush in recent years towards quasi-orgiastic
decoration is no more than the final spasm of an already foreseeable death.”24
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Creating an uncanny tie between the decorative arts and evolution, the key to Le Corbusier’s
work at the time lies in a need to control nature. Perhaps L’Esprit Nouveau pavilion represents
the earliest stage of Le Corbusier’s participation in a kind of “second enlightenment.” While the
first Enlightenment can be identified by man’s efforts to throw off the constraints of tradition and
religion toward a new understanding of man’s freedom and self control, this untitled “second
enlightenment” is marked by the move, enabled by evolutionary theories, to attempt to throw off
the constraints of nature, putting man in control of his environment and fate.25 A monument to
standardization, Le Corbusier’s pavilion was made of industrial and replicable materials and
designed in consideration of the immediate natural surroundings. These surroundings were both
a fabrication of natural disorder and a scene to be viewed through the framework of the
architecture. Encapsulated in the center of Le Corbusier’s ideal cell for human living, a single
tree is both protected and constrained by a simple, bare opening in the roof of the terrace. The
windows and the opening of the terrace itself create screen-like viewing spaces that both frame
and fix nature, creating the illusion of both performance and control.

Another contribution to the 1925 International Exhibition of Modern Industrial and
Decorative Arts, a garden designed by Mallet Stevens and Jan & Joël Martel, may best
exemplify this period’s attempts to control nature and the threat of impending death: two
trajectories at the center of modernity. As Jean-Nicolas Forestier, a member of the Parisian
Museé Social and the Director of Parks and Gardens for the exhibition, recounts their project:
“Four tall trees were required for this small garden, and we could not plant them in June,
furthermore, their shapes and sizes needed to be strictly identical... With audacity, Mr. MalletStevens resorted to reinforced cement.... The design frankly expressed the material’s
characteristics while its overall perception was that of a tree.…lt is rather difficult to comprehend
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the extent of ingeniousness and art that is required to complete such a work.”26 This
“ingeniousness”, this move to replace unpredictable, seasonally restricted, non-identical live
trees, with concrete and thus formable, identical, white, implacable and undying replications
foreshadows what architecture could and would do for eugenics movements in Latin America.
Forestier, finding a now-familiar balance between the role of nature and the possibilities for
change embedded in ‘proper’ nurture, further praised the project, saying “...gardens should not
merely be constructed, just as they should not merely be planted.”27 [Images 3-5] Like Le
Corbusier, and possibly far ahead of him, Forestier saw the orthopaedic and cultivating potential
that the decorative arts and the built environment were already offering to the so-called
improvement of man.

II.
1936 Rio de Janeiro: BIOLOGY
Between Le Corbusier’s first trip to Latin America in 1929 and his first trip to the US in 1935,
his discourses were centered on the racial and sexual other, the primitive, nature and death.28 The
fear of degeneration had haunted French society for decades and a sense of impending death
inhabited modernity. Le Corbusier envisioned an antidote to this irrevocable decay in Latin
America, and no other place represented it better than Rio de Janeiro, with its black population
and tropical landscape.

In 1936, while preparing his series of talks in Rio de Janeiro, Le Corbusier, in a cardboard sketch,
brought together the image of a man and a series of words connecting three apparently unrelated
topics: nature, architecture and eugenics.29 At the top of his notes: the word ‘Castello,’ followed
by the name ‘Lucio Costa,’ the phrases ‘pedro aller police’ and ‘Castello coûts clichés,’ the name
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‘Carlos Porto,’ and a reminder to himself, “Acheter livre Carrel,” to buy the book by Alexis
Carrel, the French Nobel prize-winning physician who had just published his 1935 bestseller
Man The Unknown, a book later considered a manifesto for white superiority--a loud call for the
implementation of eugenics.30 The sketch places together the name of a demolished mountain at
the center of Rio de Janeiro (the so-called Morro do Castelo) with the names of Brazilian modern
architects, the most important French eugenicist, and the representation of the simple man who
became the object of transformation for Carrel, Le Corbusier, and for Brazil’s government.31
[Image 6]

What made Le Corbusier think of Carrel while thinking of Rio de Janeiro? Was Carrel’s theory
of “the salvation of the white race” at the core of Le Corbusier’s ideas on landscape, urban
planning, and architecture? It is not a mere coincidence that Castelo, the greatest eugenic
laboratory in Latin America, is the first word that appears on the cardboard. It was the pulverized
mountain from which thousands of “undesirable” inhabitants, mostly blacks and poor, were
displaced in the early 1920s. It was the esplanade that remained after this devastation and
became the stage for the 1922 international exhibition with its neocolonial pavilions and its
image of white Brazil. It was also the name of the epicenter of Musée Social member AlfredDonat Agache’s master urban plan for Rio. This plan was a medical treatment for Rio, which he
called “Mademoiselle Carioca,” intended to exercise discipline and control over a modern
tropical city cleansed from diseases and “undesirables,” to be suitable for European life.32 And
finally, it was also the name of the new building for the Ministry of Health and Education, the
institution that would be in charge of developing and enforcing Brazil’s eugenic policies for
Getulio Vargas’ new authoritarian regime.33 The building—for which Lucio Costa was chosen as
the leader of the design team and for which Le Corbusier was invited as a design consultant—
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would be located on this very site where the Castelo mountain once stood. Lucio Costa, the
architect best known for designing Brasilia, was a main advocate for selective immigration
seeing it as the only vehicle to achieve good government and good architecture.34 Linking the
dramatic transformation of the urban territory of Rio de Janeiro with Lucio Costa and then to
Carrel’s vision for the remaking of society, Le Corbusier, on one piece of cardboard, distilled
and concretized one of the most basic and accepted rationales of modernity: change the
environment, change the man. For Le Corbusier, Costa’s eugenic syllogism of breed begetting
good government begetting good architecture works also in reverse.

This association between Carrel and the built environment would become the trigger point for
much of Le Corbusier’s thinking over the next several years. But it was in Rio during that
summer of 1936 that Le Corbusier clearly aligned himself with Carrel’s ideas. Evoking Carrel’s
eugenics book, Le Corbusier commented to his audience: “Plon, the editor who published my
book on North America, celebrates the success of his latest book: Man, The Unknown by Dr.
Carrel. Write, he told me, a book that will be an echo of that one; I will do it with pleasure: the
man and his shell...”35 This appears to be the very first time Le Corbusier made public reference
to Carrel and his work. This cardboard note, where he linked Carrel and Rio de Janeiro with the
sketch of a man, was the spark for new theories, which would become a viable doctrine on the
remaking of man, via nature, through which the built environment would be put to work. It is
clear that Le Corbusier was beginning to work out what would later become his new Plon book,
The Home of Man, published during the Vichy regime, echoing Carrel’s project for the remaking
of society. It is in this book that Le Corbusier provides a clear explanation for how this process
of remaking life is completely altered by how humans are housed, whether in the single domestic
house, the city at large, the countryside, or the wider metropole.
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III.
1940 The Free Zone, France: COLLABORATION
The Forties began, for Le Corbusier, with a ‘feverish drive’ for collaboration. On July 3rd, 1940,
just three days after Maréchal Phillippe Pétain moved to and set up the Vichy Regime within
various hotel rooms in the spa town of Vichy, in the so-called Free Zone, Le Corbusier
established himself in one of those very same hotels.36 Driven by his persistent efforts to work
with Petain’s government, Vichy became Le Corbusier’s base of operations. During the
following two years, Le Corbusier’s faith in both the goals of the Vichy Regime and his potential
to contribute to them were curbed only by frustrations with the Regime’s lack of interest in urban
progress, undaunted by the atrocities perpetuated by the regime with which he was eager to
collaborate.37

Le Corbusier was happy to find a government that was embracing ideas that he had been
developing on his own since the 1930’s. He had, himself, identified these ideas as the base of his
core doctrine, first articulated in Précisions (1930), the book he wrote about his first travel to
South America in 1929, and rearticulated in Maison des Hommes (1942), the book written to
emulate Carrel’s book, and in five other books written during the 1940s. This doctrine aimed not
only at a new form of living but at a new form of man.38 To this end, Le Corbusier’s doctrine
depended upon firm control over nature through the standardization of living and the creation of
a universalized and normative human being, in order to deploy a system of secularized salvation-the quasi religion of urbanism. It is important to note that Le Corbusier began to articulate the
elements of this doctrine in 1930, immediately after his first trip to Brazil, but it was not until
1936 after he came back from this second trip to Brazil and established a relationship with Alexis
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Carrel that he was able to solidify his doctrine. For many years nobody was more influential to
Le Corbusier than Carrel. At some point in 1937 Le Corbusier sent his books to the celebrated
eugenicist, not as an act of cordiality or as publicity for his work, but rather as a way to initiate
an intellectual exchange.39 Le Corbusier wanted the opinion of Carrel, the man who had written
the most popularly influential theory of eugenics, imbedded in radical racism, sexism and
euthanasia policies for criminals, the mentally ill, and the so called “degenerated.”

As soon as Le Corbusier left Paris and established himself in the Free Zone, now in conversation
with Carrel, he began to work on the construction of his doctrine. Eager to connect with those in
power who would support his architectural and urban plans for France and the Metropole, Le
Corbusier committed himself to the communication of his ideas. In a radio broadcast in 1941, Le
Corbusier clearly identifies the built environment as both the cause and the cure for degeneration,
announcing: “The house problem…is the key to both the family’s regeneration and the spirit’s
regeneration, the key to the nation’s regeneration (...) the degeneration of the house, the
degeneration of the family, are one.”40 As a result of his exposure, in 1942, Pétain himself
announced that Le Corbusier, along with Alexis Carrel, would be a member of the Committee
for the Study of Habitation and the Urbanism of Paris.41 Shortly thereafter, in 1943, Le
Corbusier accepted Carrel’s invitation to become technical advisor to his French Foundation for
Human Research, whose main goal was to cleanse French society of criminals and the insane, as
well as Carrel’s invitation to be a “technician of value” for his French Foundation for the Study
of Human Problems, known as the Carrel Foundation.42 After all of his efforts, when the Allies
arrived at Normandy and it became clear that Vichy would be on the losing side, Le Corbusier
resigned from Carrell’s projects—but his enthusiasm for Carrel’s ideas never waned.
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IV.
1948 Global: THE MODULOR - THE ANTIDOTE
For the remainder of the 1940s, Le Corbusier worked on the universalization of the last and
blatant vestige of his doctrine and associations.The Modulor, the scale to bridge both the metric
and Anglo-Saxon systems, was designed to center all aspects of architecture around a particular
human model. Based on a man of six feet, with a raised arm, Le Corbusier’s Modulor was an
antidote to disorder, an organizational scheme that imbued regularity and ultimately, normativity,
into each of his buildings.43 The overly large hands and feet of the Modulor, so emblematic of
primitivism in modern art, point to Le Corbusier’s work in Latin America. The Modulor,
imprinted in concrete worldwide, at Le Corbusier’s bidding, is the map to his own history and
involvement with evolutionary theories, the pursuit of order, normativity and purity, and an
enduring global symbol of architecture’s past complicities with Lamarckian eugenics. [Image 7]
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